
What is it that makes us human?

SELLING THE DREAM

What is it that makes us human? A time-honoured question that has piqued philosophers and

psychologist’s curiosity for many years; there are endless answers to limitless questions. But

there is one similarity that links us all and so pinpoints a characteristic of each human that

denotes each of our identities. That characteristic is our ability to create reality from our

imagination, concrete from abstract.

Focusing particularly on our ability to have shared collective imaginations, and

furthermore, our collective conformity – or non-conformity – within these imagined realities, I

aim to voice how this characteristic can be used to communicate and resonate with particular

audiences – in this case, people who frequent music festivals. I will inform how, and why, as

creatives, we can tap into these audiences and orchestrate the desired outcome of our

choosing. I will ask the question, ‘Are we ever truly free?’ - within the compounds of conformity

- and will use the study of archetypes to discuss how these traits can be used in order to tailor

an audience’s actions.

COLLECTIVE IMAGINATION



“An imagined reality is something that everyone believes in, and as long as this communal belief

persists, the imagined reality exerts force in the world.”

Sapiens (Harari, 2015, p.35)

Historian and Philosopher Yuval Noah Harari has done extensive research into our emergence as

humans on this planet. In his book Sapiens (Harari, 2015) he delves into our evolution and

examines how, and why, we have survived for so long. One of the main reasons, he believes, is

the way in which we have learned to live and work together in communities. Also, the evolution

of our ability to fictionalise in our psyche, and language, led to the cooperation of people in

large numbers. Through this interaction and evolution came the occurrence of collective

imagination, or collective belief.

Everywhere we look we see evidence of human creativity; the house we live in, the car

we drive, and the clothes we wear all started as a spark of imagination. Humans’ ability to form

techniques and manipulate materials culminated in creating these ideas into realities. But what

about when we use our imaginations to create something impalpable, something that we can

only hold onto in our imaginations? Companies, laws, religions, are all examples of belief in the

existence of something that doesn’t exist in concrete reality, they are inter-subjective –

“something that exists within the communication network linking the subjective consciousness

of many individuals” (p.278). The concept of money, or the idea that pearls and gold are

precious, is imagined. When we convince others of its existence, or value, they become

examples of collective imagination; we make it real by our shared belief in it. Using this



practice, we can create whole new societies, for example when our ancestors formed splinter

groups from the main communities. Or an example in the modern world is the template of a

music festival, where a group of like-minded individuals come together collectively, imagine a

new world, and then create it.

CONFORMITY/ NON-CONFORMITY – ARE WE EVER TRULY FREE?

Are we ever truly free if we can be ushered into believing in something that doesn’t exist in our

worldly reality? Perhaps we all must plunge into collective belief because if we didn’t, we

wouldn’t survive as a species or within our societies. And maybe the reason we descend into

collective imaginations so easily is due to inherent conformity. Maybe conforming takes us back

to something primal, where we all work together for the greater good, or maybe we’re all trying

to stay in our tribe for safety. But if that is the case then why do we not conform, or not want to

conform? Is it our belief in our individuality? Or a want of independence? Maybe our ego

makes us believe that we, or our ideas, are more important than a collective belief.

If we disagree with an imagined collective reality, this makes us non-conformist, but

there must be others who disagree too. If we team up with those people, we create another

society, one of non-conformists, one where we create our own collective imagination, and exist

in that one instead. But by creating these new realities, non-conformity shifts to conformity,



which again asks the question, can we ever truly be free? Equally, the question could be ‘can we

ever truly conform?’, because perhaps we can’t ever live up to the ideals inflicted upon us by

other people’s collective ideas.

Without non-conformity our societal structures would stagnate, we need the rule

breakers to push things forward. Originally festivals were the place for non-conformists to

gather, to construct new collective imaginations and imagined realities; a place where they

could freely express their sense of self, or persona. But as stated, by gathering, it suggests that

we inherently conform due to our unconscious survival-learnings.

THE COLLECTIVE CONCIOUS AND OUR SENSE OF ‘SELF’.

Psychologist Carl Jung believed that there is such a thing as a collective unconscious; a place

within the human psyche beneath the conscious and personal unconscious, that is founded in

shared hereditary thought, experience, and learnings. This is where our instincts lie, where

ancient symbolism is found, and if tapped into, we are at our most vulnerable to outside

influences.

Jung believes that at the centre of the unconscious is our sense of self. He says that the

unconscious mind is the catalyst for the production of our beliefs, attitudes, perceptions,

predominant personality traits, and it moulds how the individual views themselves. Our idea,

and awareness, of ‘self’ is created when the conscious and unconscious mind interact – a



process that Jung calls individuation. But there are also our personas; these are our created

selves, the sides of us that we want to display as our true selves.

How our personas are judged, absorbed, and reflected by others continues to inform our

believed sense of self. It creates a shared identity with others who identify similarly to us.

Collectively we buy into the same ideas, share the same values, and buy the same products

based on our imagined sense of self, or the self we aspire to be. If others around us who we

consider to be our tribe do the same, it compounds and intensifies our perceived idea of self.

This is when the collective imagination starts to gather speed and accumulate additional

subjects to glue together this shared belief.

When we buy into ideas or buy items dependent on other people’s decisions, we are

doing so either to stay in the tribe, or to continue to build our persona. This proves that we are

very easily shaped by outside influences, and it is by using persona and archetype manipulation

that creatives can persuade audiences into particular behaviour, even if it goes against their true

‘self’.

ARCHETYPES

Personality tests have been instrumental in discovering why we as humans exhibit certain traits

and react the way we do in certain situations. There are many different tests, theories, and

ways of visually representing their findings, such as the letter representation of the



Myers-Briggs test, or Thomas Erikson’s use of colour coding to represent dominant traits. Here I

will use Carl Jung’s archetype model to guide us.



In Jung’s findings, the unconscious collective is made up of twelve prominent archetypes. It is

usual for us to share traits from multiple archetypes which creates our base personality. These

archetypes can be called upon to tailor an audience’s response, for example if when creating a

festival, the people with traits in the Everyman, the Jester, Artist and Explorer are the main

archetypes on which we would focus. The use of imagery, language, ideology, and symbolism is

key, and depending on what type of festival you are planning to hold, you tailor it to attract your

target audience.

TAPPING INTO THE COLLECTIVE UNCONCIOUS

If we continue to follow Jung’s theory then the unconscious is where creatives should be, and

are, aiming their arrows, as it is here, using symbolism and suggestion, that we are at our most

susceptible. Consider all the brand logos we know. We haven’t been given lessons in

recognising them, but we all know them without hesitation; they have been embedded into our

unconscious. This has been done by the pulling on the participation of archetypes, and the use

of semiotics which initiate automatic responses in us, and as humans we respond very well to

Nudge theory – indirect suggestion as a way to influence behaviour.



If we return to the idea of conformity or non-conformity within imagined realities,

people who frequent festivals see themselves as non-conformists because of the very fact they

are going to a festival, but as we know, they are still influenced by collective imaginations and

beliefs, so different people – or personas – go to distinct types of festivals. These collective

imagined realities (festivals) only differ in their use of marketing strategies to attract the type of

people with certain personality types who fit into their imagined reality; the people they want

at their festival. For example, a festival that is based in hedonism is going to use hugely

different imagery and language to promote their collective imagination than a festival that is

based in holistic medicine ideology. Both will play on our idea of persona, whether that be

debauchery or tranquillity (whichever is our ideal), and by exhibiting a flashy version of what we

could have, or could be, it evokes emotion in us.

Creatives will use extremely carefully crafted words, visuals, and symbolism in the

advertising for these events with the aim to get the audience to adhere to a certain behaviour,

i.e., buy their tickets. They will create ideals that appeal to certain archetypes and personas and

depending on which one is more dominant in you, the more you will be pulled towards a

particular type of festival, one that you believe aligns with your ideal.

It is when our emotions are provoked in this way that the conscious and unconscious

mind swap over; our rational reasoning is tipped over into instinctual behaviour, affecting the

decision-making element of our actions. In his book The Archetypes and the Collective

Unconscious, (1990, p.278) Jung says, “Not much is needed: love and hate, joy and grief, are

often enough to make the ego and the unconscious change places.” When this exchange

happens, this is the best time for creatives to insert a marketing message as the audience isn’t



relying on their logical thinking, they are in an emotional state. Jung continues, “Groups,

communities and even whole nations can be seized in this way.”, and that, “The autonomy of

the unconscious therefore begins where emotions are generated. Emotions are instinctive,

involuntary reactions which upset the rational order of consciousness.” (pp. 278 -279).

COLLECTIVE CREATIVITY

From what has been discussed it should be clear that a human characteristic – collective

imagination – can be used by creatives to communicate and resonate with particular audiences.

I have shown this by examining why we as individuals buy into something - whether that’s an

idea or a product - as a way of expressing our identity.

Using research into various theories and with the conclusion that our actions are

motivated by, and can be swayed by, our collective unconscious, I’ve reflected my findings by

using festivals as an example in which to ground my theories. The findings of this research are

that we as creatives can tailor audience reaction by tapping into people’s personas and their

unconscious. And that collectively, if we imagine that a place exists (a festival) – which it

doesn’t until people of similar personas and ourselves arrive at a designated place, and then act

out our personas of that particular variant - we have created reality from our imaginations.

It’s fascinating, beautiful, and possibly quite sinister, that as creatives we can manipulate

people into emotional states using words, images, and suggestion. The collective imagination



creates it, and the collective unconscious can be used to guide the people to it. By doing so, we

lure more people into that collective imagination, ensure its survival, and show that humans are

incredibly mailable.


